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ART SALVATION CROSS KEY RING / ZIPPER PULL
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
(Difficulty level = high school)
A reference sample preassembled key chain is included with orders
for making 100 or more Art Salvation Cross Key Chains.
1) Cut the lace in 13” lengths if not ordered pre-cut.
2) Loop the lace through the key ring or snap hook and tie a tight
overhand loop knot at the center of the lace.
3) Thread the gold and red beads (if using heart, place it pointed end
down toward glow bead) onto the lace.
4) Thread each loose end of the lace through each side of the glow
bead.
5) Thread one loose end through one purple, one red, and one clear
bead.
6) Bring the lace around the clear bead and thread back through the
bottom of the red, purple, and glow beads. Keep loose to proceed with
step 7.
7) Repeat steps 5 and 6 for the opposite cross arm.
8) When both sides are threaded, pull both loose ends of the lace
down from the glow bead.
9) Align all beads by pulling the lace at the end of the clear beads and
tighten. (Needle nose pliers are helpful.)
10) Thread a red, blue, the last red, dark, and finally the green bead
onto the ends of the lace.
11) Tie a simple double knot with both loose ends of the cord to hold
the beads in place. Or if using a Laminated Message Card, slip both
ends of the lace through the slot of a Laminated Message Card and
back into the green bead. After making sure everything is lined up,
place a drop of jewelry glue or super glue onto the ends of the lace
inside the green bead.
12) Place a drop of jewelry glue or super glue onto the bottom of the
gold bead where it touches the red heart bead to keep it straight.
Most importantly, take time to study the Scripture Card
beforehand and review with your disciples either during the
assembly or afterwards.
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Have fun! We would greatly appreciate your ministry testimonies and links
to your ministry pictures posted in the Guestbook of our website. Thanks!
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